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Modernize & Innovate faster by extending the limits of your technology

Who we are
Unqork created the new category of enterprise no-code and invented the Codeless Architecture standard that is the future of software development. Our mission is to enable our customers to create applications that power their businesses. With our platform, customers innovate faster & with greater agility, all at a lower cost.

What we do
We have entered a new frontier of software development and it’s codeless—Unqork is the first company to entirely abstract code from the application development process. Unqork stands apart from other low-code/no-code platforms because our Codeless Architecture allows clients to build applications that are visual, modular, and secure. Codeless Architecture provides the foundation for organizations to stay agile and accelerate their business into the future where customer and employee expectations are higher than ever, all without using code.

Unqork’s Codeless Architecture allows the enterprise to compose and manage rapid application delivery that is secure, reliable, and pressure tested. Development cycles for enterprise applications are measured in weeks, rather than in months or years, with no legacy code to maintain over time.

How we help
Integrate all of your systems and data, orchestrate and automate complex business processes, and create modern on-brand customer experiences.

Innovative companies using Unqork are building enterprise applications 3x faster without custom code.
Seamlessly integrate with your third-party integrations and use pre-built Marketplace listings to expedite your application development

- Integrate all of your systems & data
  Build an integrated source of truth for all of your business data
  Create reusable APIs, automatically expose your business logic via API

- Increase productivity through automation
  Automate business processes to make your teams more productive

- Flexible workflow model with RBAC-based swimlanes

- Create branded digital experiences at scale
  Deploy consumer-grade experiences to attract and delight your customers

- Flexible styling, reusable UI templates

Example of Application Logic
High-value use cases

Onboarding
On-brand customer experiences combined with enterprise integrations throughout the organization’s ecosystem. Create an integrated ecosystem with connected systems, data, and third-party solutions in scalable, reusable ways. Develop fully digital & mobile-friendly onboarding experiences accessible to clients, agents, and operations.

Operations automation
Organize and orchestrate your business processes for exception management, operations oversight, securities operations, and case management. Develop automated workflows and drive process optimization to create, connect, and automate complex, customized solutions—no matter how common or niche. Build with security and confidence at speed.

Portals & self-servicing
Develop customer-facing portals with robust self-servicing functionality for account servicing and case management. Create enhanced digital experiences that deliver compelling, on-brand experiences for all internal and external end-users.

“[Unqork has] been able to accommodate our scale and complexity, while remaining flexible”
Kathleen Krauzer, Chief Business Officer for Global Operations, Marsh

“Unqork allows us to rapidly develop and integrate new technology in-house and deliver it globally. Not only has it allowed us to improve productivity, but also time-to-market.”
Shekar Pannala, Global CIO and Co-Leader, Technology, Chubb

“The products we are developing with Unqork are supporting Maimonides’ drive towards a more modern, intuitive, and engaging patient experience while also improving efficiency in our internal operations”
Ken Gibbs, CEO, Maimonides
Getting started with Unqork is easy.

ACADEMY: Build the skills that will help you digitally transform your organization
Join your peers and learn how to develop with no-code in no time with robust guided curriculums, certification assessments, courses, and resources

COMMUNITY HUB: Connect to all the resources you need
A fully integrated and self-sustaining community that unlocks the full potential of each Unqork Creator, enabling them to create applications at rapid speed

MARKETPLACE: Jumpstart your app by building with the best Using the Unqork Marketplace, users can easily surface and integrate enterprise-grade pre-built snippets, templates, integrations, and accelerators designed by industry experts, Unqork technology partners, and fellow Creators

Jumpstart your application today and visit www.unqork.com